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The best spectrogram that vie have obtained, so far in the new solar 
cycle, of the coronal yellow line (569U A) were made on 20 April 19156, 
These outstanding observations ware made by Mr* David Dodgen of the 
research staff at Climax with the new 5-inch coronagraph and "spectro- 
enregistrauer des vitesses” installed la st August* Tlie line was not 
strong on that day (about 13 millionths equivalent angstroms), but the 
sky was quite good, As a consequence, there were several spectrograms 
in a graded height series in which the line was of sufficient intensity 
to appear on a roicrophotoiaeter tracing 3 Although the line was not 
strong enough on any single spectrogram to yield a meaningful line 
p rofile , m hoped that by the superposition of several of -the profiles 
we could average out fHa»grain fluctuations and obtain a meaningful 
lin e  profileo

He therefore traced the most intense portion of the lira© on five  
spectrograms and then measured the intensity on the. tracings at Inter
vals of 1 mm a »03H A, We superimposed the profiles thus obtained 
by matching the two absorption lines which occur in tha wings of th® 
yellow line., and then adding intensities "bo obtain the composite pro
f i le  shown in Figure 10 On® sees immediately the d ifficu lties in 
obtaining a profile of a faint yellow line introduced by the absorp
tion lines. The xcs in Figure 1 are computed points on the profile9 
based on measurement of the absorption lines in a portion of the limb 
in which the. yellow line did not appear.

Although there is sraae uncertainty in drawing a smooth Gaussian 
curve through the composite profile of Figure l s i t  is  apparent that the 
line half-width is  in the range lolt -  io.6 Ag corresponding to a kinetic 
temperature of 5 -  6 million degrees t i f  we assume th® emission is 
from calcium*

The green coronal line (5303 A) at the same position on the limb 
had a half-width of about ©85 A, corresponding to a kinetic temperature 
on only 2 08 million degrees 0 This observation, would appear at firs t 
glance to discredit the method used by Pecker9 Billings and Roberts 
(195U) in the determination of the atomic weight of the yellow Hne ion* 
A more detailed analysis of the green line profiles discloses that such 
a discrepancy does not necessarily exist* howevers
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To interpret the situation it  is necessary to consider the d istri
bution of green line emission over th© solar limbo I t  the point where 
'the yellow line emission appeared, there was a small knot of high inters 
sity grean line emission* Equatorwards of this knot was an extensive 
region (covering about 15°) of heightened green line emission® Poleward 
was a lower-level green line emission of about the same intensity as 
that in other non-active regions on 'the limb. We concluded that the 
latter emission was distributed throughout the non-active coron% and 
that the green-line emission seen at the yellow line position was the 
Siam along the line of sight of the localised emission and the general 
emission* Consequently we subrsctedt (a) tha profile of the green line 
at a point 5° poleward and 6,000 mras higher t.aan the part of strong 
emission of the yellow line from (b) the profile of the green line at 
the point of strong emission c f the yellow line0 When we did this:J we 
found, that in addition to correcting almost perfectly for the trouble- 
some absorption line near the green line we had brought out a curious 
characteristic o f the resulting profile* Whereas the center of the 
profile f i t  a ,,loW“teriIpe^ature,, Gaussian very nicely, the wings were 
much broader. Profiles of three different 5303 A spectrograms at the 
yellow line limb position show the same effect® This is  given, in 
Figure 2, The crosses represent the differences between th© unsraoothed 
profiles of the green line at ard poleward of the yellow line positions 0 
This curve in each case is  the Gaussian fittin g at the ha!f«»sadmum points <>

Next we carried out a similar operation on tlie profiles of the groan 
line at a point equatorward of the yellow line region ~ i  #e«, we subtracted 
from their unsmoothed profiles the unsraoothed profiles poleward of th© 
yellow line pointe Th© results« fitted  by Gaussians, are shown in Figure
3o We see in them no dear-cut evidence of broadening of the wings0 This 
would indicate that the broad wings are associated with yelldw line ends 
siona Howevert because of the lower intensities, the scatter is relatively 
stronger and the evidence less conclusive0 On 2 February the 1950s the 
case previously studied (Pecker9 Billings and Roberts, 1$>5U)» the yellow 
line was about one half as intense as the gresn linej on 20 April 1956 
i t  was only about 1/10 as intensea The yellow lire  profile on 20 April 
1956 was fu lly  as broad as that of 2 February 1950g however, suggesting 
that the temperature was at least as great e Hence we may conclude that 
ths green line: emission from the limited region showing the yellow lin® 
should not be more than twice the brightness of the yellow line emission, 
and that the excess green line emission cam froa elsewhere alcrtg the 
line of sights Consequently we tried subtracting from the profile:; of 
Figure 2 profiles of half-width *8U A and such intensity that the resi«> 
dual was half the intensity o f the yellow line. Figure )ia shows the 
result of this operation on th® points of Figure 2a, Figure Ufe shows 
tlie difference between a smoothed profile through the points of Figure 2b 
and a 08)4 A Gaussian,, In both cases the experimental scatter becomes 
important (though not as evident in lib as lia because the smoothing was 
done before the subtracting in the computation of lib)» Nevertheless i t  
appears that i f  one attempts to draw a Gaussian through the points of 
either l*a or lib i t  w ill have a half-width of about 1«5 A corresponding to 
that of th® yellow line, and thus to a temperature consistent with ths 
yellow line value 0



In summary, i t  appears that the yellow line of 20 April 1956 was not 
of sufficient intensity to give conclusive evidence concerning its  profile,, 
One can, however* interpret the profiles in a manner consistent with the 
interpretation given by Pecker, Billings and Roberts of th© profiles of
2 February 1950o Although our interpretation of the profile is  obviously 
not rigorous,  i t  nevertheless may give some insight into the real situa
tion,, In both cases the yellow line is  emitted from a region in the 
corona of several million degrees temperature,, Th© green line from the 
yellow line region was- in each case, about twice os bright as ths yellow 
line? In the earlier case* the region was quite extensive j, so that 
practically a ll the coronal emission along the line of sight was from 
the yellow line region i t s e lf , and thus as used was fortuitiously accep
table,, In the latter case the emitting region was much smaller* so that 
the green line emission along the line of sight was made up primarily of 
radiation from outside the yellow line region0 Finallys the results sug
gest that kinetic temperatures of the order of 5 x 10° degr„ K exist in 
yellow coronal line regions with important corollary physical implications 
for the soft X-ray emission of thfa sun around 10 A0
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End of Memo 

Figures 1* 2 , 3 , and U attached,, 
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Figure 1„ Composite profile of X569U. 20 April 1956
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Figure 2e Plots of the difference obtained by subracting the /\£303 profile in regions displaced from the yellow 
line region from the profile at the region (crosses) compared with a Gaussian curve through the half~ 
maximum points«,
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Figure 3, Difference obtained by subtracting the 
equatorward of the yellow line region0
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V5303 poleward of the yellow line region from those
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